
Jack’s Secret Summer 
By Jack Ryder & Illustrated by Alice McKinley 
Publisher: Hodder Children's Books / Hachette 
ISBN  9781444952971  SCIS: 1969142 
$14.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

When the bell rang for the summer holidays, Jack thought the holidays would be lonely 
and quiet, as usual. But when his neighbours, Rocco and Bruno asked him to come over, 
little does he know how much fun is in store these holidays!  
 

The three boys decide to explore the empty old house on top of the hill. The thing is the 
house is not empty at all  -  there is a strange girl who can’t remember her own name, and 
the house itself seems to have magical secrets. 
 

This book is great fun, full of laughter and adventure. All four main characters are           
interesting and different, and the mystery and magical elements only add to the joy of this 
story.  
 

Readers will absolutely love this book and will be eagerly waiting for the next instalment in 
this series (as am I). Perfect for all readers in Year 4 and up, who love a bit of magic and 
adventure in their lives.  
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 
 

Join the Secret Summer gang on an unforgettable magical adventure, full of humour and heart - 
for fans of THE FAMOUS FIVE and Roald Dahl. Jack has been dreading the summer holidays - his 
dad works long hours, and so all he has to look forward to is an empty house. But when his       
boisterous neighbours, Bruno and Rocco, make it their mission to pull him into an adventure, his 
life will never be the same again. Together they decide to explore the strange old house at the top 
of the hill, long abandoned and overgrown with ivy. But they soon discover the ivy hides more 
than just walls... the house is full of magical secrets, including a strange girl with no memory, who 
may hold the key to it all, if only she can remember... Imaginative and fun-filled, Jack Ryder's first 
story is inspired by the summer holidays of his childhood and brought to life with glorious         
black-and-white illustrations by Alice McKinley. Young readers will be spellbound by this heartfelt 
adventure.  
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What Zola Did On Monday 
By Melina Marchetta 
Publisher: Puffin/Penguin 
ISBN  9781760895150   SCIS: 1963718 
$12.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
Zola loves where she lives in Boomerang Street with her Mum, her Nonna and her cousin close by. 
 
Zola’s Nonna loves her garden, but she has very strict rules about how things must be done - rules 
that Zola does not always follow! How much trouble can one girl cause? 
 
This is the first in a seven book series and readers will love following Zola’s adventures every day, 
and Zola is an impulsive and lovable main character.  
 
Although Melina Marchetta is best-known for her books for older readers, in her typical style the 
Zola books have a range of wonderful supporting characters as well, with Zola’s Nonna a particular 
highlight. 
 
A perfect first chapter book that younger readers will thoroughly enjoy. The Zola series will suit 
readers in Year 2 and up. 

 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 

Blurb: 
 

Zola loves living on Boomerang Street with her mum and her nonna. Every day of the week is an 
adventure. But Zola has a problem. No matter how much she tries, she can't keep out of trouble! 
 
Seven stories in the series - one for every day of the week. From the bestselling author of Looking 
for Alibrandi.  
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Eloise and the Bucket of Stars 
By Janeen Brian 
Publisher: Walker Books 
ISBN  9781760651879   SCIS: 1963640 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Eloise is a shining illustration of hope! Left in a pail outside an orphanage, Eloise (now 13), 
has never even been offered for adoption.  
 
The oldest child in the orphanage, and regularly mistreated by the Head Nun, Sister               
Hortense, Eloise can only dream of a real family. Her only sunshine is the caring Sister               
Genevieve, and her friendship with the town blacksmith and his beautiful horse Dancy.  
 

But then Janie arrives in the orphanage, and suddenly Eloise has a best friend. Together, 
they must try to uncover the ancient secrets that could help Eloise to save the village from 
evil. 
 

With unicorns, corruption and the secret of Eloise’s own reason for being at the orphanage 
finally revealed, Eloise and the Bucket of Stars has the most delightful ending. 
 

Covering themes of hope, courage, determination and a bit little magic, this book is ideal 
for readers aged 9+. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Blurb: 
 

Left in a pail at an orphanage as a baby, only something magical can save Eloise from a 
miserable life and give her the one she's always dreamed of. 
 

Orphaned as a baby, Eloise Pail yearns for a family. Instead, she lives a lonely life trapped 
in an orphanage and made miserable by the cruel Sister Hortense. Befriended by the     
village blacksmith, Eloise soon uncovers some strange secrets of yesteryear and learns 
that something terrible may be about to happen to the village. As troubles and dangers 
mount, she must learn who to trust and choose between saving the village or belonging to 
a family of her own. Unless something truly magical happens... 
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The Power of Positive Pranking 
By Nat Amoore 
Publisher: Puffin/Penguin 
ISBN  9780143796381  SCIS: 1967705 
$14.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Casey and her best friends, Cookie and Zeke, are young environmental activists on a         
mission! 
 

Their secret group, The Green Peas, want to create awareness and bring attention to     
causes that they think the adults in their lives should be doing something about. And 
pranking is the way they choose to go about it! 
 

When they come across the Mayor’s plan to destroy the town park and build apartments, 
The Green Peas put plans in place to make sure that this does not happen! And for Casey, 
because of her Mum, the park means far more to her than most. 
 

Readers will love the relationship that Casey has with her Grandpa, and the closeness and 
understanding that they have. This is a great story about having a go, being determined to 
make a difference, persistence, family relationships, friendships, acceptance, grief, and of 
course pranking! 
 

This story will be thoroughly enjoyed by all upper primary students. 
 

Reviewed by Sam 

Blurb: 
 

Green Peas is our name and pranking's our game! 
 

A symphony of alarm clocks at assembly? Yep, that was us. A stampede of fluffy guinea 
pigs? It's next on our agenda. 
 

But for me, Cookie and Zeke, it's about more than just fun. We're determined to make a          
difference. And when the adults won't listen, us kids will find a way to be heard - as long 
as we can stay out of detention! 
 

No activist is too small, no prank too big... and things are about to get personal.  
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The Theory of Hummingbirds 
By Michelle Kadarusman 
Publisher: University of Queensland Press 
ISBN  9780702262920 SCIS: 1963842 
$14.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Alba and Levi have been friends forever. Alba has a foot that has been twisted since birth, 
that she calls Cleo, and Levi has severe asthma. They were both always left out of sports 
classes and became the best of friends. 
 

They both love Hummingbirds, Levi loves science and Alba just wants her foot to finally be 
normal. When Levi thinks their Librarian is visiting worm holes, Alba thinks he might be 
going crazy. But when Alba says she wants to run in the school cross country race when 
her cast comes off, Levi thinks she is the crazy one. Will they ever talk to each other again 
or is their friendship over? 
 

This is a beautiful story about facing up to hardships and the joy you can only find with a 
true friend. Readers will love Alba and Levi and their friendship, and will easily relate to 
the struggles they face, both alone and together. We would all be much happier if we              
followed their theory - love who you are and what you can do! 
 

A perfect story for readers in Year 4 and up about the power of friends and never giving 
up. 

 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 

Blurb: 
 

A heartfelt #ownvoices story celebrating best friends, wormholes and loving who you are. 
 

Alba has been best friends with Levi since forever. They're both obsessed with hummingbirds and 
spend their lunchtimes hiding out in the school library. Alba normally doesn't mind that Levi's got 
a science theory on just about everything. But when he becomes convinced the school librarian 
has discovered a wormhole in her office, Alba thinks maybe he's gone too far. 
 

Then there's Cleo. That's what Alba calls her left foot, which was twisted in the wrong direction at 
birth and has been strapped in a brace for most of Alba's life. With the final cast about to come off, 
Alba is set on running in her first cross-country race. But what if Levi doesn't believe she can do it? 
 

Alba's only ever wanted to be 'normal', so why does it feel like she's losing more than Cleo and a 
pair of crutches?  
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